Polygamy in Islam: A critical Analysis
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ABSTRACT

The right of a Muslim male to marry more than one woman at a time has attracted much attention in recent years. In many Muslim societies, polygamy has been criticized by many scholars. They argue that the said verse of Quran does not highlight the true spirit of Islam, which are equity, justice and tolerance. Many argue that the said verse needs proper interpretation. The condition of ‘Adl’ i.e. justice attached to a permission of this right has been totally neglected. A comparative study of different religions has been undertaken to analyse this issue and at the end different suggestions are given by indicating various legislations carried out in many Muslim countries.
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INTRODUCTION

POLYGAMY:

One of the most debatable issues at present times is the right of a Muslim man to have more than one wife, which is considered as an infringement upon the rights of a woman and as a symptom of ‘patriarchy’ by the critics in the modern world. It is quite important to quote the exact verse or text of Shari’ah law in order to understand the issue before commenting over it. Quran says;

“To orphans restore their property (when they reach their age), nor substitute (your) worthless things for (their) good ones; and devour not their substance (by mixing it up) with your own. For this is indeed a great sin. If you fear that you shall not be able to deal justly with the orphans, marry women of your choice, two, or three, or four; but if you fear that you shall not be able to deal justly (with them), then (marry) only one, or (a captive) that your right hand possesses. That will be more suitable, to prevent you from doing injustice”.

By analyzing the above verse of the Holy Quran that has become the sole basis for legitimizing the right of polygamy, it looks like many Muslim males have taken for granted the strict condition attached to the same right once they are able to exercise it. A Muslim male is only allowed to marry more than one wife if he can maintain justice among his spouses. So it is not an order or rule but an exception. It comes under one of the five categories of Do’s and Don’ts of Islam. This one is known as ‘Mubah’ i.e. permissible or allowed. Therefore, it is neither compulsory (Fard) nor recommended or encouraged (Mustahab).

The condition attached to the enjoyment of this right is ‘Adl’ or justice. Now the question arises what can be considered justice or fairness regarding treatment with wives? Though the word ‘justice’ has not been defined but all the scholars unanimously agree that justice in this verse means equality of treatment, food, clothing and boarding, while some consider fairness also necessary in love, affection and esteem. Syed Amir Ali in his book ‘The spirit of Islam’ mentions that absolute justice in matters of feeling is impossible. Ali says, Quran speaks itself; “God has not made for any man two hearts in his (one) body...”, suggesting that a man would not be able to “love two women
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equally” at the same time.6 This proviso actually speaks indirectly of prohibition rather than the permission because it is most difficult to fulfil this condition; hence the recommendation is towards monogamy.7 Even Allah Himself has pointed out that maintaining justice between wives is impossible.8

Some scholars like Omer Ahmed Osmani assert that the condition of marrying more than one wife applies only to orphan girls and widows and it does not apply to other women. He further adds on that the word ‘YATAMA’ not only includes orphans but also widows and divorcees.9 This might be the logic behind marrying an orphan girl to prevent her property from being misappropriated.10 Such scholars reject any such meaning of this verse that provokes its general application to all women. “Right hand possesses” are presumed to be war captives, ‘slaves and concubines’, all of whom were an unbroken element of the seventh century Arab society. Quran sent guidelines to treat them on equitable terms. Many jurists interpreted aw as “or” thus allowing men to marry such women while Ali translated aw as “that is”, referred to “women whom men’s right hands possess, that is, their spouses (Asad, 1980, 519).”11

It is also a fact that Quran is the only religious book that uses the phrase ‘Marry only one’. In none of the other religious scriptures whether it be the Vedas, The Ramayan, the Mahabharat, the Geeta, the Talmud or the Bible can we find the restriction on the number of wives.12 According to Hindu scriptures King Dashrat, the father of Rama had more than one wife. Similarly in Christianity some famous Christian theologians like Luther, Bucer indicate the legality of polygamy from the parable of ten virgins, spoken of in the Gospel of Mathew (25: 1-12); for Christ conceived of the possibility of the marriage of one man with as many as ten girls simultaneously.13 Judaism didn’t put any restriction on the number of wives a Jewish husband could have. King Solomon had hundreds of wives. Prophets Jacob and Moses had four wives each. It was not until very recently that the Hindu priests and Christian Church restricted the number of wives to one. In Talmudic law (Judaism) the practice was continued until Rabbi Gershom ben Yahudah put a ban on polygamy.14

Those scholars who are not in favour of abolishing the polygamy assert that it helps in keeping the society clean from committing sins or evils. A French scholar Dr. Le Bon says that polygamy actually resolves many social evils, like “prostitution, venereal disease, abortion, the misery of illegitimate children, the misfortunes of millions of unmarried women resulting from the disproportion between the sexes and adultery”.15

One argument which is usually given in support of polygyny is that if a man’s sexual needs cannot be satisfied by one wife then he should go for having two or three and until he has four. Only after four the Islamic teachings of self-constraint, modesty and fidelity are attracted.16 The said virtues of Islam always considered the qualities of women but these are equally important for her male partner too. As far as satisfaction of lust is concerned, I am personally very sceptical about the assurance that a person won’t have an extra-marital affair despite having four wives already. He can never be contented with any number of women particularly allowing him only with four. Islam as mentioned earlier permits polygamy on conditional basis but the Muslim males almost all over the world have clearly exploited this conditional right and as a result the Muslim societies have stopped their progressive growth. In the words of Mazhar-ul-Haq; “Purdah and Polygamy are demoralising and degenerative institutions on social scales. They hinder the growth and development of the character, mind and personality of both men and women of the new generation in such a manner that they remain inferior in achievement capabilities to those of the preceding generation.”18 Many countries have introduced reforms to the Muslim Family Laws but still because of a few loopholes in a particular country’s legislation, the purposes are not achieved yet. For example, in Malaysia the
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males go to another state where there are less strict laws regarding polygamy when they find themselves refused by the courts of a state where laws are more ‘stringent’.19 The government of Pakistan has regulated the option of polygamy under the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance, 1961. According to the said Ordinance, one shall not contract another marriage during the subsistence of an existing marriage except with the previous permission in writing of the Arbitration Council.20 The said council records reasons to consider whether the proposed marriage is necessary and just before submitting its approval to the chairman. Anyone who violates the above law is penalized to pay immediately the entire amount of the dowry whether prompt or deferred due to the existing wife or wives and is also punished with simple imprisonment which may extend to one year or some amount of fine or both.21

Having introduced these positive reforms the Government of Pakistan still could not implement that law in toto. It is perhaps one of those many laws which are restricted to the statute book only and didn’t get its due implementation behind it. The reason might be either a non-serious approach of a male dominated government or a stronger voice against such implementation within the society where male enjoys his life at his will to the exclusion of a woman’s aspirations and rights. Another cause of such non-serious implementation of these laws can be identified as a strong resentment within the religious traditional pundits who are against any reforms which can either diminish or abolish their superiority particularly over women. I strongly believe that it is high time for the government to introduce strict legislation in the parliament where at present women are given more powers than ever before to introduce tougher measures for the implementation of such laws. It is needed more than ever to stop the misuse of this right any more. Perhaps it can be done either by completely banning polygamy e.g. many Muslim countries like Bosnia, Tunisia and Turkey have done it or allowing it only along with fulfilling strict conditions beforehand like in Singapore where a husband’s application to arrange a second marriage is only allowed after meeting three strict conditions i.e. husband’s “financial means”, “fair treatment between wives” and lastly “lawful benefit involved in the second marriage.”

The Working Group’s Recommendations made in Malaysia initiated two suggestions to reform the laws on polygamy. One group wanted an end to polygamy while the other proposed strategies to reform this practice. The latter group gave the argument that slavery was abolished with the passage of time when Quran prohibited the unjust treatment with the slaves. Later on the former group that initially suggested a complete ban on polygamy also agreed to proposals for reformation of this practice as they also realized that ‘Rome was not built in a day’. Both groups pointed out to the fact that men should also follow the Sunnah when Prophet Muhammad (SAW) didn’t arrange a second marriage during the life time of Khadijah, his first wife. Shaheen Sardar Ali quotes Al-Hibri who argues that the fact that the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) was polygamous in his later life does not give a right to polygamy to a Muslim man. Al-Hibri proves her argument on the basis of a Quranic verse that states in clear words that “neither the Prophet nor his wives are like other men and women.”23 The Working Group (Workshop) further proposed that there should be legal provisions and tougher penalties for the husbands if they violate the requirements. The wife should have an automatic right to divorce if her husband wishes to take another wife.24 In an Indian case Jh. v. Asghari (AIR 1960 ALL 684), a suit for restitution of conjugal rights was filed by the husband having a second wife already. The Allahabad High Court held that the burden is on the husband to prove that his second marriage did not constitute any cruelty or dishonour to his first wife whom he wants to bring back to his home. Despite accepting the plea of the husband that a Muslim male can contract a polygamous marriage, it was held that the Court would not award a decree for restitution of conjugal rights despite the lack of evidence of cruelty against the husband if it appeared that her return to her husband was “unjust and inequitable.”25
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The Egyptian Committee appointed under 1926 legislation to reform the Muslim marriages and divorce suggested that the marriage contract should have a clause allowing a wife to make her husband agree not to arrange a second marriage during her life time and that the man should be restricted to monogamy and his second marriage must not be officially registered without the approval of a Judge (Qadi). The Egyptian enacted Law No. 44 inserted amendments according to which the wife should be informed if her husband conducts a second marriage and she has the right to sue for divorce if she disapproves. If a husband conceals from his wife about his being married already, it would make a ground for the wife to get a divorce (Art. 6b). The need for all these restrictions on polygamy was highlighted by many arguments which also included that “the vast majority of neglected children in Egypt were the result of polygamous marriages contracted by men who were incapable of supporting even a single family”.
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*Itwari v. Asghari* (AIR 1960 Allahabad 684), a case law on polygamy.
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